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Abstract

This doctoral thesis explores various approaches to hierarchical Archimedean copula es-
timation. In particular, efficient estimation algorithms are proposed and experimentally
tested on simulated data. As an application, a new set of Bayesian classifiers based on
hierarchical Archimedean copulas is constructed and experimentally compared with other
popular classifiers in terms of accuracy.
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1 Introduction

Studying relationships among random variables is a crucial task in many applied fields,
e.g., in the field of knowledge discovery and data mining. Having a dataset collected, the
relationships among the observed variables can be studied by means of an appropriate
measure of stochastic dependence. Under the assumption that the marginal distributions
of the variables are continuous, Sklar’s Theorem [Sklar, 1959] can be used to decompose
the joint multivariate distribution in two parts, the univariate marginal distributions and
the unique dependence structure, i.e., the copula of the joint distribution. Thus, studying
dependence among continuously distributed random variables can be restricted without
loss of generality to studying the underlying copula.

Despite the fact that a large part of the success of copulas is attributed to fi-
nance, copulas are increasingly adopted also in other fields, where their ability to cap-
ture complex dependence structures among variables is used. Applications of copulas
can be found in water-resources and hydro-climatic analysis [Genest and Favre, 2007,
Kuhn et al., 2007, Kao and Govindaraju, 2008, Maity and Kumar, 2008], gene analy-
sis [Lascio and Giannerini, 2012, Yuan et al., 2008], cluster analysis [Kojadinovic, 2010,
Rey and Roth, 2012] or in evolutionary algorithms, in particular estimation of distribution
algorithms [González-Fernández and Soto, 2012, Wang et al., 2012]. For a recent applica-
tion of copulas to knowledge discovery and data mining, see, e.g., [Holeňa et al., 2015],
which describes a copula-based approach to extraction of logical rules in the observational
calculus, or [Górecki et al., 2015a], where copulas are applied to Bayesian classification.

In practical applications, it is mostly admitted that the copula of the joint dis-
tribution is a member of some parametric family of copulas. The families of ellip-
tical copulas such as the Gaussian or t-copulas belong to the most popular choices.
However, since these elliptical copulas have several restrictions, e.g., they are not
expressible in closed form and are restricted to radial symmetry, they are not al-
ways the best candidates for use in specific applications. For example, the Gaus-
sian copula can fail to adequately capture dependence between extreme events, see
[Bae et al., 2003, Longin and Solnik, 2001] for financial examples. Hence, there appeared
several multivariate alternatives that overcome some of those restrictions, e.g., the vine-
copulas [Aas et al., 2009, Bedford and Cooke, 2002, Czado, 2010], skew-elliptical copulas
[Smith et al., 2012], Archimedean copulas [Nelsen, 2006, p. 109] or their asymmetric gen-
eralization, hierarchical Archimedean copulas (which are also called nested Archimedean
copulas) [Joe, 1997, McNeil, 2008, Hofert, 2011, Okhrin et al., 2013b], etc.

The most popular alternative to elliptical copulas is the class of Archimedean copulas
(ACs), but, due to their symmetry, i.e., that all multivariate margins of an AC with the
same dimension are equal, ACs are rarely feasible in high dimensional applications. Hence,
there emerged a need for more flexible generalizations of ACs. One generalization that
uses bivariate ACs as building blocks is the above-mentioned class of vine-copulas. As,
due to their extreme flexibility, vine-copula models can be highly complex with growing
dimension (the number of parameters grows quadratically with the dimension), less com-
plex models are sometimes desirable, which would offer a good trade-off between flexibility
and simplicity, e.g., the number of parameters grows linearly with the dimension.

This property is offered by the hierarchical Archimedean copulas (HACs), which are
popular due to their flexibility but limited number of parameters. Considering practical ap-
plicability of HACs, efficient methods for their estimation and sampling are mostly needed.
Whereas efficient sampling methods have already been proposed, see, e.g., [Hofert, 2011,
Hofert, 2012], feasible methods for the HAC estimation are addressed only in several papers.
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Most of them assume in the estimation process a given copula structure, which is motivated,
e.g., trough applications in economy, see [Savu and Trede, 2008, Savu and Trede, 2010].
We are aware of only one paper [Okhrin et al., 2013a] that addresses both structure deter-
mination and parameter estimation via a multi-stage procedure. This paper mainly focuses
on the estimation of the parameters based on the maximum-likelihood (ML) technique and
briefly mentions the inversion of Kendall’s tau as an alternative. For structure determina-
tion, six approaches are presented. Two of them are based on the inversion of Kendall’s
tau, one on the Chen test statistic [Chen et al., 2004] and the remaining three approaches
on the ML technique. All but one approach lead to biased estimators, which can be seen
from the results of the reported study. The unbiased estimator, denoted by θRML, which
shows the best goodness-of-fit (measured by Kullback-Leibler divergence) in the study, is
simply the maximum likelihood estimator based on initial values computed from one of
the biased estimators. Due to this construction, θRML often does not approximate the true
parameters well when the structure determined by the biased estimator is not the true
structure. The number of such cases rapidly increases in large dimensions, as is shown in
detail in Section 5.1 of the thesis.

In the light of these facts, the author of this work believe that development of efficient
methods for HAC estimation is still in its infancy and hence, the thesis aims to improve
the above-mentioned approaches, and, in particular, to develop efficient HAC estimation
methods.

First of all, in Chapter 3 of the thesis, one of the above-mentioned approaches is ad-
dressed and it is shown that it leads to an estimator that is not consistent in general.
Based on this finding, a correction is proposed, which leads to a consistent estimator.
These results are also reported in [Górecki et al., 2014].

Then, in the main part of the thesis, our new methods for HAC estimation are developed
in Chapter 4. In Section 4.1, we propose our approach to structure determination of HACs
based on the Kendall correlation matrix, which we suggested in [Górecki and Holeňa, 2013].
An algorithm in pseudo-code summarizing this approach is presented and theoretically jus-
tified by Theorem 4. In what follows, we call a HAC consisting of ACs of the same family a
homogeneous HAC, and a HAC that is not homogeneous a heterogeneous HAC. In Section
4.2, we propose a new estimator for both the structure and the parameters of homogeneous
HACs. The construction of this estimator is based on the finding represented by Theorem
4, which shows that a homogeneous HAC, i.e., both its structure and its parameters, can be
uniquely recovered from the corresponding Kendall correlation matrix. Assuming the true
copula is a homogeneous HAC, our estimator approximates the true copula closer (mea-
sured by a selected goodness-of-fit statistic) than the previously mentioned approaches,
which is confirmed by the experiments based on simulated data presented in Section 5.1.
Moreover, the experimental results show that the ratio of structures properly determined
using our estimator is higher compared with the estimators mentioned above. Avoiding a
time-consuming computation of initial values, we also gain computational efficiency. These
findings are also reported in [Górecki and Holeňa, 2014, Górecki et al., 2015a].

In Section 4.3, we consider the fact that all the above-mentioned approaches are re-
stricted to the most commonly used HACs that are constructed by nesting of a single
one-parametric family of Archimedean copulas, i.e., to homogeneous HACs. Although
[Okhrin et al., 2013a] tackles the task of heterogeneous HAC estimation, it is mainly fo-
cused on the case of homogeneous HACs and also all reported experiments involve only
homogeneous HACs. From this point of view, the task of heterogeneous HAC estimation
could be considered an open task and our work is the first attempt that covers it in de-
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tail. Note that generalization of homogeneous HACs to heterogeneous HACs brings several
important advantages in dependence modeling, two of which are:

1. Using heterogeneous HACs, the bivariate margins of a multivariate distribution can
have different tail behavior, e.g., some bivariate margins can be upper tail indepen-
dent and lower tail dependent and other bivariate margins of the same multivariate
distribution can be both upper and lower tail dependent. Such flexibility cannot be
reached by any homogeneous HAC;

2. Several families of Archimedean copulas are restricted to a range of levels of depen-
dence that does not cover all possible levels of dependence in the sense of concordance.
For example, restricting us to positive dependencies only and considering the family
of Ali-Mikhail-Haq copulas [Nelsen, 2006, p. 116], this family covers only the depen-
dence levels corresponding to the values of Kendall’s tau (τ) in the interval [0, 1

3
),

see Section 2.4. Such a restriction rules out the applicability of this family of copu-
las for data in which we observe pairwise correlations with τ > 1

3
. But, if we work

with heterogeneous HACs, it is possible, in certain cases discussed in more detail
in Section 4.3.2 of the thesis, to model the bivariate margins with τ ≤ 1

3
using the

family of Ali-Mikhail-Haq copulas and the bivariate margins with τ > 1
3
using some

other family of Archimedean copulas that covers these levels of dependence, e.g., the
family of Clayton copulas, which covers all τ ∈ (0, 1). Such flexibility also cannot be
reached by homogeneous HACs.

Hence, a new approach to heterogeneous HAC estimation is proposed, summarized by
an algorithm in pseudo-code, and its theoretical justification is given by Theorem 5. The
theorem shows that under weak conditions, the algorithm returns a function satisfying
the so-called sufficient nesting condition, which guarantees that a proper copula results.
Those weak conditions are additionally addressed by Theorem 6 and Theorem 7, which
explicitly present two general settings of the algorithm in order to guarantee that it returns
a function satisfying the sufficient nesting condition. Complementary to this theoretical
part, the validity of the proposed approach is illustrated by experiments on simulated data
which involve heterogeneous HAC models with up to 5 different parametric families of
Archimedean generators involved in a single HAC model. The results of these experiments
confirm that the proposed approach is a viable heterogeneous HACs estimator that is able,
apart from properly determining the structure and estimating the parameters of a HAC,
also to properly estimate different parametric families of Archimedean generators of a
heterogeneous HAC. As a by-product, efficiency of several goodness-of-fit test statistics are
compared, showing their differences and applicability to heterogeneous HAC estimation.
These results are submitted for publication, see [Górecki et al., 2015b].

In Chapter 6 of the thesis, we consider Bayesian classifiers that are based on Gaussian
copulas, ACs and HACs. When fitting those classifiers, efficient estimation methods for
a given copula class are needed. In the Gaussian and Archimedean case, such estimation
methods are known, whereas for HACs, we can now apply our proposed estimator. We
compare it with other copula-based Bayesian classifiers, as well as with other types of
commonly used classifiers, such as support vector machines or random forests. The results
of this comparison are also reported in [Górecki et al., 2015a].

The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, the necessary theoretical concepts
concerning copulas, ACs, HACs, copula parameter estimation and goodness-of-fit tests are
recalled. Chapter 3 considers the consistency of an existing method for HAC estimation.
Chapter 4 represents the core of the thesis, where an approach to structure determination
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of a HAC and a homogeneous and a heterogeneous HAC estimator are proposed. Chapter
5 describes the experiments based on simulated data. Chapter 6 presents a copula-based
approach to Bayesian classification and includes an experimental comparison of several
classifiers based on real-world datasets. Chapter 7 concludes.

Note that all results presented in the thesis were developed by the author of the thesis
except for Chapter 3, which presents results developed in collaboration with Dr. rer. nat.
Marius Hofert.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Copulas

Definition 1. For every d ≥ 2, a d-dimensional copula (shortly, d-copula) is a d-variate
distribution function on Id (I = [0, 1]), whose univariate margins are uniformly distributed
on I.

Copulas establish a connection between joint distribution functions (d.f.s) and their
univariate margins, which is well-known due to the following theorem.

Theorem 1. (Sklar’s Theorem) [Sklar, 1959] Let H be a d-variate d.f. with univariate
margins F1, ..., Fd. Let Aj denote the range of Fj, Aj := Fj(R), j = 1, ..., d,R := R ∪
{−∞,+∞}. Then there exists a copula C such for all (x1, ..., xd) ∈ Rd

,

H(x1, ..., xd) = C(F1(x1), ..., Fd(xd)). (1)

Such a C is uniquely determined on A1×...×Ad. Conversely, if F1, ..., Fd are univariate d.f.s,

and if C is any d-copula, then the function H : Rd → I defined by (1) is a d-dimensional
distribution function with margins F1, ..., Fd.

Through Sklar’s Theorem, one can derive for any d-variate d.f. with continuous margins
its unique copula C using (1). C is given by C(u1, ..., ud) = H(F−

1 (u1), ..., F
−
d (ud)), where

F−
i , i ∈ {1, ..., d}, denotes the pseudo-inverse of Fi given by F−

i (s) = inf{t | Fi(t) ≥ s}, s ∈
I. Implicit copulas are derived in this way from popular joint d.f.s, e.g., the popular class
of Gaussian copulas is derived from multivariate normal distributions.

2.2 Archimedean Copulas

To construct ACs in arbitrary dimensions, we need the notion of an Archimedean generator
and of complete monotonicity.

Definition 2. An Archimedean generator (shortly, generator) is a continuous, non-
increasing function ψ : [0,+∞] → [0, 1], which satisfies ψ(0) = 1, ψ(+∞) = limt→+∞
ψ(t) = 0 and which is strictly decreasing on [0, inf{t | ψ(t) = 0}]. We denote the set of
all generators by Ψ. If ψ satisfies (−1)kf (k)(t) ≥ 0, for all k ∈ N, t ∈ [0,+∞), ψ is called
completely monotonic (c.m.). We denote the set of all c.m. generators by Ψ+∞.

Definition 3. Any d-copula C is an Archimedean copula based on a generator ψ ∈ Ψ (we
denote it d-AC), if it admits the form

C(u) := Cψ(u) := ψ(ψ−1(u1) + ...+ ψ−1(ud)),u ∈ Id, (2)

where ψ−1 : [0, 1] → [0,+∞] is defined by ψ−1(s) = inf{t | ψ(t) = s}, s ∈ I.

A condition sufficient for (2) to be a proper copula in arbitrary dimensions is stated in
the following theorem.

Theorem 2. [McNeil and Nešlehová, 2009] If ψ ∈ Ψ+∞, then the function Cψ is a copula.
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Table 1: Completely monotonic (c.m.) parametric families of Archimedean generators
(taken over from [Nelsen, 2006, p. 116]). The table contains the family labels (a), the
corresponding parameter ranges Θ ⊂ [0,+∞), the explicit forms of ψ(a,θ) ∈̄ Ψ(a,Θ), the
sufficient nesting conditions, see Table 1 in [Hofert, 2011], where the sufficient nesting
condition involves two generators ψ(a,θ1), ψ(a,θ2) ∈̄ Ψ(a,Θa) and the set Ψ̃2

+∞ is given by
(10), and lower and upper tail-dependence coefficients Λl(θ) = limt↓0Cψ(a,θ)(t, t)/t and
Λu(θ) = limt↓0(1− 2t+ Cψ(a,θ)(t, t))/(1− t), respectively, where Cψ(a,θ) is a 2-AC, see, e.g.,
Section 1.7.4 in [Hofert, 2010].

a Θa ψ(a,θ)(t) (ψ(a,θ1), ψ(a,θ2)) ∈ Ψ̃2
+∞ Λl Λu

A [0, 1) (1− θ)/(et − θ) θ1 ≤ θ2 0 0
C (0,+∞) (1 + t)−1/θ θ1 ≤ θ2 2−1/θ 0
F (0,+∞) − log(1− (1− e−θ)e−t)/θ θ1 ≤ θ2 0 0
G [1,+∞) exp(−t1/θ) θ1 ≤ θ2 0 2− 2−1/θ

12 [1,+∞) (1 + t1/θ)−1 θ1 ≤ θ2 2−1/θ 2− 2−1/θ

14 [1,+∞) (1 + t1/θ)−θ unknown 1/2 2− 2−1/θ

19 (0,+∞) θ/ln

t+ eθ


θ1 ≤ θ2 1 0

20 (0,+∞) ln−1/θ(t+ e) θ1 ≤ θ2 1 0

Definition 4. Let Θ ⊆ R, ΨΘ : [0,+∞]×Θ → I be such that

(∀θ ∈ Θ) ΨΘ(·, θ) ∈ Ψ+∞. (3)

Then ΨΘ is called parametric family of Archimedean generators, and Θ is called its param-
eter range. Also, we define a relation (denoted by ∈̄) between a generator ψ ∈ Ψ+∞ and a
parametric family of Archimedean generators ΨΘ by

ψ ∈̄ ΨΘ ⇔ (∃θ ∈ Θ)(∀t ∈ [0,+∞]) ψ(t) = ΨΘ(t, θ). (4)

As we will work with several parametric families of Archimedean generators at the
same time, we denote each of these families by Ψ(a,Θa), where a is a unique label (that
will be called family label) corresponding to the parametric family of Archimedean gener-
ators ΨΘa , Θa ⊆ R. Completely monotonic parametric families of Archimedean generators
(shortly, families) we use in our work include Ali-Mikhail-Haq (a = A), Clayton (a = C),
Frank (a = F) and Gumbel (a = G); see Table 1.

Remark 1. If ψ ∈̄ Ψ(a,Θa), then ψ is uniquely given by the pair of the label a and the
parameter θ ∈ Θa, hence, we denote the generator ψ by ψ(a,θ).

2.3 Hierarchical Archimedean Copulas

Firstly, we present a slightly different version of the definition of a HAC originally pro-
posed in [Holeňa and Ščavnický, 2013] and illustrate its involved concepts on the following
example.

Definition 5. Let d, k ∈ N, d ≥ 2, k ∈ {1, ..., d− 1}, (V , E) be a labeled tree with nodes
V = {1, ..., d+ k} rooted in the node d+ k. Let the nodes {1, ..., d} be the leaves of (V , E)
and the nodes {d + 1, ..., d + k}, which will be called forks, have at least 2 children each.
In connection to (V , E), the following notation will be used:
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• for v ∈ V , denote by ∧(v) the set of children of v; thus the cardinality of ∧(v) fulfills
# ∧ (v) ≥ 2 for v ∈ {d + 1, ..., d + k}, i.e., v being a fork, and # ∧ (v) = 0 for
v ∈ {1, ..., d}, i.e., for v being a leaf.

• for S ⊂ V and xu ∈ Id+k, the simplified notation

xS = (xv1 , ..., xv#S
), where S = {v1, ..., v#S}, (5)

with a further simplification xv = x{v} for v ∈ V .

Finally, let λ : {d + 1, ..., d + k} → Ψ+∞ be a labeling of forks with c.m. Archime-
dean generators such that for each u ∈ Id, there exists xu ∈ Id+k with the following two
properties:

(i) (∀v ∈ {d+ 1, ..., d+ k}) xu
v = Cλ(v)(x

u
∧(v));

(ii) (∀v ∈ {1, ..., d}) xu
v = uv.

Then:

a) if the function C(V,E,λ) : Id → I, defined

(∀u ∈ Id) C(V,E,λ) = xu
d+k, (6)

is a copula, it is called hierarchical Archimedean copula with the (tree) structure (V , E)
and the labeling λ;

b) if (V , E) is binary, then C(V,E,λ) is called binary ;

c) if (V , E) is binary, there exists permutations π≤d : {1, ..., d} → {1, ..., d} and π>d :
{d+1, ..., 2d−1} → {d+1, ..., 2d−1} such that π>d(2d−1) = 2d−1, ∧(v) = {π≤d(2d−
v), π>d(v−1)} for all for v ∈ {d+2, ..., 2d−1} and ∧(d+1) = {π≤d(d−1), π≤d(d)}, then
C(V,E,λ) is called fully nested Archimedean copula (FNAC), otherwise, C(V,E,λ) is called
partially nested Archimedean copula (PNAC). Note that the involved π≤d and π>d just
serve for saying that a HAC remains fully nested independently of a permutation of
leaves or forks;

d) if F = {a1, ..., a#F} is a finite set of family labels such that Ψ(ai,Θai ) is a parametric
family of Archimedean generators for all i ∈ {1, ...,#F}, and (V , E , λ) fulfill

(∀v ∈ {d+ 1, ..., d+ k})(∃iv ∈ {1, ...,#F}) λ(v) ∈̄ Ψ(aiv ,Θiv ), (7)

then C(V,E,λ) is called F−parametric;

e) if C(V,E,λ) is F−parametric and (V , E , λ) fulfill

(∃i ∈ {1, ...,#F})(∀v ∈ {d+ 1, ..., d+ k}) λ(v) ∈̄ Ψ(ai,Θai ), (8)

then C(V,E,λ) is called Ψ(ai,Θi)-homogeneous, otherwise, C(V,E,λ) is called F -heterogeneous.

We now illustrate the involved concepts on a simple example. Let C(V,E,λ) be a
3-FNAC. Then d = 3, k = 2, V = {1, ..., 5}, {1, 2, 3} are leaves and {4, 5} are
forks. As there exist more than one possible 3-FNAC structures, we choose, e.g.,
E = {{1, 5}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}, {4, 5}}, i.e., both π≤3 and π>3 are identities. The structure
(V , E) is depicted in the left part of Figure 1. Let u ∈ I3. Then xu ∈ I5, xu

1 = u1, xu
2 =

u2, xu
3 = u3, xu

4 = Cλ(4)(x
u
{2,3}) = Cλ(4)(u2, u3) and analogously xu

5 = Cλ(5)(x
u
{1,4}) =

Cλ(5)(u1, Cλ(4)(u2, u3)).
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1 2 3

4

5

u1 u2 u3

λ(4)

(a4, θ4)

λ(5)

(a5, θ5)

Figure 1: (left) A binary tree (V , E), V = {1, ..., 5}, E = {{1, 5}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}, {4, 5}}
corresponding to the structure of the 3-FNAC C(V,E,λ). (right) Our representation of a
{a4, a5}-heterogeneous 3-FNAC C(V,E,λ) with λ(4) = ψ(a4,θ4) and λ(5) = ψ(a5,θ5) and the
structure (V , E) corresponding to the structure depicted on the left.

Remark 2. We denote a d-dimensional HAC as d-HAC, and analogously d-FNAC and
d-PNAC.

As we base the definition of a HAC on a tree (V , E), we also employ several concepts
of graph theory and denote, for a node v ∈ V , by ↑ (v) its parent and by ⇑ (v) the set of
all its ancestor forks. Note that v /∈⇑ (v). For a fork v, denote by ⇓ (v) the set of all its
descendant forks, again noting that v /∈⇓ (v), and by ↓ (v) the set of all its descendant
leafs. For a leaf v, define ↓(v) := {v}.

As in the case of ACs, we can ask for a necessary and sufficient condition for the function
given by (6) to be a proper copula. Such a condition is however unknown. However, a
sufficient condition appeared recently in [Holeňa et al., 2015].

Theorem 3. [Holeňa et al., 2015] Let (V , E) be the tree from Definition 5, λ be the map-
ping from there, and let λ fulfills

(∀v ∈ {d+ 1, ..., d+ k})(∀ṽ ∈ ∧(v) ∩ {d+ 1, ..., d+ k})(λ(v), λ(ṽ)) ∈ Ψ̃2
+∞, (9)

where Ψ̃2
+∞ ⊂ Ψ+∞ ×Ψ+∞ is such that

(ψ1, ψ2) ∈ Ψ̃2
+∞ ⇔ (ψ−1

1 ◦ ψ2)
′ is c.m. (10)

Then C(V,E,λ) is a copula.

Note that this theorem is a generalization of Theorem 4.4 proposed in [McNeil, 2008],
which shows that (9) is a sufficient condition for a fully-nested C(V,E,λ) to be a copula. Also,
in the following, we will call (9) the sufficient nesting condition (s.n.c.).

Remark 3. In the rest of our work, especially in Section 4.3, given a set F ⊆ {A, C, F,
G, 12, 14, 19, 20} and an F -parametric d-HAC C(V,E,λ), we will use the convention that
λ(i) = ψ(ai,θi), where ai ∈ F , θi ∈ Θai , i = d+ 1, ..., d+ k, unless stated otherwise.

Observing the s.n.c.s in Table 1, we can see that, for an a-homogeneous d-HAC C(V,E,λ),
(9) simplifies to

(∀v ∈ {d+ 1, ..., d+ k})(∀ṽ ∈ ∧(v) ∩ {d+ 1, ..., d+ k}) θv ≤ θṽ, (11)
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Table 2: Proper family combinations taken over from [Hofert, 2010], see Theorem 4.3.2
therein. The table contains the family labels (introduced in Section 2.2) in a parent-child
family combination (a1, a2) with corresponding parameter ranges Θ1 and Θ2 for some of
the Archimedean families listed in [Nelsen, 2006, p. 116]. The last column contains the
sufficient nesting conditions for two generators ψ(a1,θ1) ∈̄ Ψ(a1,Θa1 ), ψ(a2,θ2) ∈̄ Ψ(a2,Θa2 ).

(a1, a2) Θa1 Θa2 (ψ(a1,θ1), ψ(a2,θ2)) ∈ Ψ̃2
+∞

(A, C) [0, 1) (0,+∞) θ2 ∈ [1,+∞)
(A, 19) [0, 1) (0,+∞) any θ1, θ2
(A, 20) [0, 1) (0,+∞) θ2 ∈ [1,+∞)
(C, 12) (0,+∞) [1,+∞) θ1 ∈ (0, 1]
(C, 14) (0,+∞) [1,+∞) θ1θ2 ∈ (0, 1]
(C, 19) (0,+∞) (0,+∞) θ1 ∈ (0, 1]
(C, 20) (0,+∞) (0,+∞) θ1 ≤ θ2

for all a ∈ {A, C, F, G, 12, 19, 20}, i.e., for all families listed in Table 1 except the family 14.
Assuming that C(V,E,λ) is F -heterogeneous, where #F > 1, such a simplification of (9) is
not possible as the s.n.c.s vary depending on the family combination (av, aṽ) of a particular
pair (λ(v), λ(ṽ)), which can be observed in the last column in Table 2. As we are not aware
of any other proper combination of different families except the ones presented in Table 2,
we restrict our considerations in Section 4.3 only to these family combination and define
Fhet := {A, C, 12, 14, 19, 20}. Hence, together with homogeneous family combinations,
we will there consider only family combinations in

F2
nest = {(A, A), (C, C), (12, 12), (19, 19), (20, 20),

(A, C), (A, 19), (A, 20), (C, 12), (C, 14), (C, 19), (C, 20)} . (12)

If a d-HAC C(V,E,λ) is F -parametric, we use a graphical representation that uniquely
determines it. As an example, given two family labels {a4, a5} ⊂ Fhet, a {a4, a5}-
heterogeneous 3-HAC C(V,E,λ) with the structure (V , E) depicted on the left-hand side of
Figure 1 is depicted on the right-hand side of Figure 1, using our convention, see Remark
3, λ(4) = ψ(a4,θ4) and λ(5) = ψ(a5,θ5).

2.4 Approaches to copula parameter estimation

Assume i.i.d. random vectors Xi = (Xi1, ..., Xid), i ∈ {1, ..., n}, distributed according to
a joint distribution function H with continuous margins Fj, j ∈ {1, ..., d}, and the copula
C. Now consider that, as Ui = (Ui1, ..., Uid), i = 1, ..., n is a random sample from C,
where Uij = Fj(Xij), i ∈ {1, ..., n}, j ∈ {1, ..., d}, one can base estimation of C directly
on Ui, i = 1, ..., n, if the margins Fj, j ∈ {1, ..., d} are known. In practice, the margins
are typically unknown and must be estimated parametrically or non-parametrically. In
the following, we will work under unknown margins and thus we consider the pseudo-
observations

Uij =
n

n+ 1
F̂n,j(Xij) =

Rij

n+ 1
(13)

where F̂n,j denotes the empirical distribution function corresponding to the jth margin and
Rij denotes the rank of Xij among X1j, ..., Xnj.
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Table 3: [Hofert, 2010, p. 65] Kendall’s tau for the parametric families of Archime-
dean generators in Table 1. The columns show: the family label a; the parameter
range Θa; τ(a)(θ); the range of τ(a)(θ) for θ ∈ Θa. E1 denotes the exponential integral,

i.e., E1(θ) :=
 +∞
θ

exp(−t)/t dt, and D1 denotes the Debye function of order one, i.e.,

D1(θ) :=
 θ
0
t/(exp(t)− 1) dt/θ.

a Θa τ(a)(θ) τ(a)(Θa)
A [0, 1) 1− 2(θ + (1− θ)2 log(1− θ))/(3θ2) [0, 1

3
)

C (0,+∞) θ/(θ + 2) (0, 1)
F (0,+∞) 1 + 4(D1(θ)− 1)/θ (0, 1)
G [1,+∞) (θ − 1)/θ [0, 1)
12 [1,+∞) 1− 2/(3θ) [1

3
, 1)

14 [1,+∞) 1− 2/(1 + 2θ) [1
3
, 1)

19 (0,+∞) 1/3 + 2θ(1− θeθE1(θ))/3 (1
3
, 1)

20 (0,+∞) - (0, 1)

Given pseudo-observations, the copula C is typically estimated under assumption that
it belongs to a class

C0 = {Cθ : θ ∈ O} (14)

where O is an open subset of Rk, k ≥ 1. The rest of this section describes an approach to
the problem of estimating θ based on Kendall’s tau under the assumption

H0 : C ∈ C0. (15)

The complementary issue of testing H0 is addressed in Section 2.5.
Let (X1, Y1) and (X2, Y2) be independent copies of a random vector (X, Y ). Then the

population version of Kendall’s tau is defined by

τ = τX,Y = P((X1 −X2)(Y1 − Y2) > 0)− P((X1 −X2)(Y1 − Y2) < 0). (16)

It can be shown, see, e.g., [Genest and Favre, 2007], that

τ(C) = 4


I2
C(u1, u2)dC(u1, u2)− 1, (17)

so τ depends only on the copula of (X, Y ). If Cψ is a 2-AC and ψ is a twice continuously
differentiable generator with ψ(t) > 0 for all t ∈ [0,+∞), Kendall’s tau can be represented
as [Joe, 1997, p. 91], [Nelsen, 2006, p. 163]

τ(ψ) = τ(Cψ) = 1− 4

 +∞

0

t(ψ′(t))2dt = 1− 4

 1

0

ψ−1(t)

(ψ−1)′(t)
dt. (18)

Hence, for a generator ψ(a,θ), (18) states a functional relationship between θ and τ (denoted
by τ(a)(θ)), which can often be expressed in semi-closed form, see Table 3 (the relationship
between θ and τ for other generators can be found, e.g., in [Hofert, 2010]). By the term
semi-closed we refer to the fact that τ(a)(θ) involves either no integration, e.g., τ(a)(θ) is in
closed form for a ∈ {A, C, G, 12, 14}, or a one-dimensional integration, e.g., for a ∈ {F,
19}, which is much easier to work with than directly with (17).
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If it exists, the inversion of τ(a)(θ) establishes a method-of-moments-like estimator of

the parameter θ given by θ̂n = τ−1
(a) (τn) based on the sample version of Kendall’s tau

τn =
4

n(n− 1)


n

k=1,l=1

1{(Uk1−Ul1)(Uk2−Ul2)>0}


− 1; (19)

see [Genest and Rivest, 1993].

Remark 4. In what follows, the population version of the Kendall correlation matrix
for continuous random variables X1, ..., Xd is denoted by (τij) = (τXi,Xj

)ij Note that
(τXi,Xj

)ij = (τUi,Uj
)ij, where F1(X1) = U1, ..., Fd(Xd) = Ud. Similarly, the sample ver-

sion of Kendall correlation matrix for (Uij)i∈{1,...,n},j∈{1,...,d} = Fj(Xij)i∈{1,...,n},j∈{1,...,d} is
denoted by (τnij), where τ

n
ij denotes the sample version of Kendall’s tau between the i-th

and j-th data column.

2.5 Goodness-of-fit tests

Once we have the parameters estimated, we can ask how well our fitted model fits the data.
This can be done using methods known as goodness-of-fit tests (GOF tests). In the thesis,

we use three GOF tests based on the statistics S
(E)
n , S

(K)
n and S

(C)
n [Genest et al., 2009]

that are analogues to Cramér-von Mises statistics [Cramér, 1928]. All three test statistics
performed well in a large scale simulation study conducted at [Genest et al., 2009] in the

bivariate case. Note that in [Genest et al., 2009], the statistics S
(E)
n is denoted by Sn. A

large value of such statistics leads to the rejection of H0 : C ∈ C0. Thus for measuring
the fitting quality of copula models, we can, informally, evaluate copula models with lower
value of such statistics as “better”.

Now, we introduce an aggregation function, which is used in Algorithms 1, 2 and 3
proposed in Chapter 4 of the thesis.

Definition 6. Any function g : Ik → I, k ∈ N, satisfying 1) g(u, ..., u) = u for all u ∈ I
and 2) g(up1 , ..., upk) = g(u1, ..., uk) for all u1, ..., uk ∈ I and all permutations (p1, ..., pk) of
(1, ..., k) is called an I-aggregation function.

Examples of I-aggregation functions are the functions max, min or mean restricted to
Ik. Also, we introduce an g-aggregated statistic, which is later used directly in the HAC
estimation process in Algorithm 3.

Definition 7. Let uIJ = {(U•i, U•j)|(i, j) ∈ I × J}, where U•k = (U1k, ..., Unk) for all
k ∈ {1, ..., d}. Also, let C be a d-HAC, g be an I-aggregation function and Sn((U•i, U•j), Cψ)

be the statistic corresponding to a GOF test, e.g., S
(E)
n , S

(K)
n or S

(C)
n , for a 2-AC Cψ and

a pair (U•i, U•j), i ̸= j. A g-aggregated statistics Sgn is defined

Sgn

uIJ , ψ


=


Sn((U•i, U•j), Cψ) if I = {i}, J = {j}

g

Sn((U•i1 , U•j1), Cψ),
Sn((U•i1 , U•j2), Cψ), ...,
Sn((U•im , U•jq), Cψ)


, otherwise,

(20)

where I = {i1, ..., im}, J = {j1, ..., jq} are non-empty disjoint subsets of {1, ..., d}.
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3 The consistency of an estimator for hierarchical Ar-

chimedean copulas

In Chapter 3, we address an approach to HAC estimation proposed in the literature and
show that it is not consistent in general. Furthermore, we propose a correction, which
leads to a to a consistent estimator.

As previously mentioned in the introduction, we are aware of only one previous work
[Okhrin et al., 2013a] addressing both structure determination and parameter estima-
tion of HACs. There, the authors describe a homogeneous HAC estimator, for which
the experimental results on simulated data show acceptable performance for the con-
sidered low-dimensional (5 variables) copula models. However, for some specific copula
models, the quality of the results given by the estimator may be poor, as is addressed
and experimentally shown in [Górecki et al., 2015a]. Based on the research presented in
the above-mentioned papers, we now aim to show that, if the procedure presented in
[Okhrin et al., 2013a] is properly adjusted, the resulting estimator turns from a generally
inconsistent estimator to a consistent estimator of the copula parameters

In what follows, we consider the working example

C(V,E,λ)(u) = Cλ(12)

u1, Cλ(11)(u2, u3), Cλ(10)(u4, u5, Cλ(9)(u6, u7, u8))


, (21)

where (V , E) corresponds to the HAC structure depicted in Figure 2. Let us mention at
this point that all presented ideas can be extended to arbitrary HACs.

u1 u2 u3

λ(11)

u4 u5 u6 u7 u8

λ(9)

λ(10)

λ(12)

Figure 2: Tree structure of the HAC C as given in (21).

3.1 Transformation using the Kendall distribution function

First, consider the copula Cλ(9) and note that (U6, U7, U8) ∼ Cλ(9). After having es-
timated the parameter(s) of Cλ(9) (see Section 2.4 or [Hofert, 2012] for some available
AC estimators), one can let the vector (U6, U7, U8) collapse to a single component UK3,9

in such a way that the parameters of the dependence structure of (U1, . . . , U5, UK3,9)
can be estimated. Due to the popularity of the Kendall distribution function, one
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might be tempted to choose UK3,9 as K3,9


λ(9)((E6 + E7 + E8)/V10,9)


, where Kk,l de-

notes the Kendall distribution function in k dimensions based on λ(l) and the term
λ(9)((E6 + E7 + E8)/V10,9) is the Kendall transformation of the vector (U6, U7, U8),
i.e., λ(9)((E6 + E7 + E8)/V10,9) = λ(9)(λ(9)−1(λ(9)(E6/V10,9)) + λ(9)−1(λ(9)(E7/V10,9)) +
λ(9)−1(λ(9)(E8/V10,9))) = Cλ(9)(U6, U7, U8). This approach is suggested by [Okhrin et al., 2013a].
In Section 3.1 of the thesis, we show that (U1, . . . , U5, UK3,9) does in general not have the
copula

Cλ(12)

u1, Cλ(11)(u2, u3), Cλ(10)(u4, u5, u6)


(22)

as distribution function. It follows that this estimation procedure is not consistent for the
parameters that correspond to ACs Cλ(10) and Cλ(12), i.e., all but the ACs corresponding to
the forks at the lowest levels of (V , E). This fact is supported empirically by the simulation
studies in [Górecki and Holeňa, 2014, Okhrin et al., 2013a] and has also been suspected in
[Hering, 2011].

3.2 Transformation using the diagonal of the Archimedean cop-
ula

For constructing a random vector distributed according to (22), one can consider

Uδ3,9 = δ3,9(max{U6, U7, U8}), (23)

where δk,l(t) := λ(l)(kλ(l)−1(t)) denotes the diagonal in dimension k of the AC generated
by λ(l) [Hofert, 2012].

Then, as shown in Section 3.2 of the thesis, the distribution function of (U1, ..., U5, Uδ3,9)
is the HAC (22). We can therefore continue in the same fashion with estimating and further
collapsing the components corresponding the children of the forks at the lowest levels in the
structure of this 6-HAC, i.e, in the same fashion as in the multi-stage procedure described
in [Okhrin et al., 2013a].

To summarize, when using the transformation based on the Kendall distribution func-
tion, the copula of (U4, U5, UK3,9) is generally not Cλ(10). Hence, if we wrongly assume that
(U4, U5, UK3,9) ∼ Cλ(10), then even if a consistent estimator for the parameters of the copula
Cλ(10) is used, the resulting estimator is in general not consistent for the parameter(s) of
Cλ(10). In contrast, if the transformation based on the diagonal of the AC is used (or any
component with index in {6, 7, 8}, what we use in the algorithms proposed in Chapter
4), it is assured that the ACs in higher nesting levels of the estimated HAC are the dis-
tribution functions of the corresponding random vectors, i.e., (U4, U5, Uδ3,9) ∼ Cλ(10) and
(U1, Uδ2,11 , Uδ3,10) ∼ Cλ(12). Using any consistent estimator for the parameters of an AC,
the resulting estimator for the parameters of the HAC is consistent.
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4 Estimation of hierarchical Archimedean copulas

In the main part of the thesis, Chapter 4, an approach to structure determination of a HAC
and two HAC estimators are proposed, each summarized by an algorithm in pseudo-code
and illustrated by an example that clarifies its functionality. In this summary, we present
only the most important parts of Chapter 4, which are the corresponding algorithms and
their theoretical justifications - Theorems 4, 5, 6 and 7. The proofs of Theorems 4, 5, 6
and 7 as well as the the proofs of Lemmas 6 and 8 are omitted here and the reader can
find them in the thesis.

Formally, let (X1, ..., Xd) be a vector of continuous random variables distributed ac-
cording to a d-variate d.f. H. In what follows, we consider the estimation tasks such that
the copula of H is an unknown binary F -parametrized HAC C(V,E,λ) estimated based on
Ui = (Ui1, ..., Uid), i = 1, ..., n, which is either, if the margins of H are known, a ran-
dom sample from C(V,E,λ), where Uij = Fj(Xij), or, if the margins are unknown, Uij is
given by (13) for all i ∈ {1, ..., n}, j ∈ {1, ..., d}. Our concerns distinguish two cases –
the homogeneous case, i.e., if #F = 1, and the heterogeneous case, i.e., if F ⊆ Fhet and
#F > 1. When estimating a heterogeneous C(V,E,λ), we can say that, applying the conven-
tion in Remark 3, three components must be estimated: its structure (V , E), its families
(ad+1, ..., a2d−1) and its parameters (θd+1, ..., θ2d−1). If C(V,E,λ) is a-homogeneous, i.e., we
assume a given F = {a}, the estimation task simplifies to estimation of the structure and
the parameters.

☛
✡

✟
✠true Kendall

correlation matrix

��

✄✂ �✁pseudo-observations

assume all generators
from one family

��

the assumed
family

��

assume that the generators
are from different families

��✄✂ �✁Algorithm 1

��

✄✂ �✁Algorithm 2

��yy

is derived fromoo
✄✂ �✁Algorithm 3

xx ��tt

is a generalization ofoo

✄✂ �✁parameters

��
,,

✄✂ �✁structure

vv ))

✄✂ �✁families

��☛
✡

✟
✠homogeneous HAC

estimate

☛
✡

✟
✠heterogeneous HAC

estimate

Figure 3: The HAC estimation framework encoded in the three algorithms.

According to this point of view, our approach to homogeneous and heterogeneous HAC
estimation is presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. As both of these approaches are based
on our approach suggested in [Górecki and Holeňa, 2013], where the structure of a HAC is
determined just from the corresponding Kendall correlation matrix, we firstly recall in Sec-
tion 4.1 the algorithm that was proposed there. In addition to [Górecki and Holeňa, 2013],
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where the approach was theoretically justified only for d = 4, we propose a theorem that
generalizes the theoretical justification to an arbitrary dimension.

The algorithm proposed in [Górecki and Holeňa, 2013] can be viewed as a population
version of the second and the third algorithm. The second algorithm is an empirical version
derived directly from it, and is used for homogeneous HAC estimation, as proposed in
[Górecki and Holeňa, 2014, Górecki et al., 2015a]. At the same time, the second algorithm
is a special case of the third algorithm, which is used for heterogeneous HAC estimation.
The estimation flow concerning these three algorithms is depicted in Figure 3.

4.1 Structure determination of HACs based on Kendall correla-
tion matrix

This section proposes an algorithm, Algorithm 1, that can determine the structure of an
unknown HAC based on its corresponding Kendall correlation matrix. The construction
of the algorithm is justified by the following theorem.

Algorithm 1 Structure determination of a HAC based on Kendall’s tau
Input:
1) (τij) ... the population version of a Kendall correlation matrix
2) g ... an I-aggregation function

The structure determination:
1. V̂ = {1, ..., 2d− 1}, Ê = ∅
2. ↓̂(k) = {k}, k = 1, ..., d
3. I = {1, ..., d},
for k = 1, ..., d− 1 do
4. (i, j) := argmax

ĩ<j̃, ĩ∈I, j̃∈I
g((τ˜̃i˜̃j)(̃̃i,˜̃j)∈↓̂(̃i)×↓̂(j̃))

5. ↓̂(d+ k) = ↓̂(i) ∪ ↓̂(j)
6. I := I ∪ {d+ k}\{i, j}
7. Ê := Ê ∪ {{i, d+ k}, {j, d+ k}} ..., i.e., ∧̂(d+ k) := {i, j}

end for

Output:
the binary tree (V̂ , Ê)

Theorem 4. Let C(V,E,λ) be a binary d-HAC satisfying (9) and

τ(λ(2d− 1)) < τ(λ(2d− 2)) < ... < τ(λ(d+ 1)), (24)

(U1, ..., Ud) ∼ C(V,E,λ), and (τij) be the population version of the Kendall correlation matrix
of (U1, ..., Ud). Then, given the input (τij) and any I-aggregation fuction g, Algorithm 1
returns (V , E).

4.2 Homogeneous HAC estimation

Substituting (τij) in Algorithm 1 by the the sample version of the Kendall correlation
matrix (τnij) and using the estimatior based on the inversion of Kendall’s tau (see Section
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Algorithm 2 The homogeneous HAC estimation [Górecki et al., 2015a]

Input:
1) (τnij) ... the sample version of a Kendall correlation matrix
2) g ... an I-aggregation function
3) a ... an Archimedean family

Idea:
1] determine the structure (V̂ , Ê) from (τnij)
2] estimate the parameters from (τnij) using the inverse of τ(a)(θ)

3] assure that (11) is satisfied and store the estimated parameters in λ̂

The estimation:
1. V̂ := {1, ..., 2d− 1}, Ê = ∅
2. ↓̂(k) := {k}, θ̂k = +∞, k = 1, ..., d
3. I := {1, ..., d}
for k = 1, ..., d− 1 do
4. (i, j) := argmax

ĩ<j̃, ĩ∈I, j̃∈I
g((τ˜̃i˜̃j)(̃̃i,˜̃j)∈↓̂(̃i)×↓̂(j̃))

5. θ̂d+k := τ−1
(a)


g((τn

ĩj̃
)(̃i,j̃)∈↓̂(̃i)×↓̂(j̃))


6. θ̂d+k = min(θ̂d+k, θ̂i, θ̂j)

7. ↓̂(d+ k) := ↓̂(i) ∪ ↓̂(j)
8. I := I ∪ {d+ k}\{i, j}
9. Ê := Ê ∪ {{i, d+ k}, {j, d+ k}}
10. λ̂(d+ k) := ψ(a,θ̂d+k)

end for

Output:
(V̂ , Ê , λ̂)

3.1, we obtain an approach for both determining the structure and estimating parameters
of C(V,E,λ), which is summarized by Algorithm 2.

It is important to note that even if the estimation of the parameters depends on the
input family a, the structure determination is independent of a, because the structure is
determined in Steps 4, 7, 8 and 9, none of which depends on a. This valuable property,
which allows one to use the same approach also for heterogeneous HAC estimation, can also
be seen in the approaches presented in [Segers and Uyttendaele, 2014, Uyttendaele, 2014],
which, however, do not cover parameter estimation.

4.3 Heterogeneous HACs estimation

This section describes, how a HAC that possibly involves generators from different com-
pletely monotonic parametric families of Archimedean generators (simply, families) can be
estimated. Our approach is summarized in Algorithm 3, page 21. In order to be able to
describe the main results of this section, which are Algorithm 3 and Theorems 5, 6 and 7,
we introduce the following three definitions, which consider a feasible representation of the
parameter constraints of generators in a HAC following from the s.n.c.
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Definition 8. Let F ⊆ Fhet (recall that Fhet = {A, C, 12, 14, 19, 20}), R̃+
0 :=

{[α, β], (α, β], [α, β), (α, β) | α ∈ [0,+∞), β ∈ [0,+∞) ∪ {+∞}, α ≤ β}, and FR̃+
0

=
{(a1, r1), ..., (am, rm)} | {a1, ..., am} ⊆ F & r1, ..., rm ∈ R̃+

0 & m ∈ N

. Then we call the

ordered pair (FR̃+
0
, ∩̃) the nesting semigroup, where ∩̃ is the operation on FR̃+

0
defined for

all N1 ∈ FR̃+
0
, N2 ∈ FR̃+

0
by

N1∩̃N2 = {(a, r)|(∃r1 ∈ R̃+
0 , r2 ∈ R̃+

0 )

(r1 ∩ r2 = r & (a, r1) ∈ N1 & (a, r2) ∈ N2)}. (25)

Also define the relation ∈̃ by

(a, θ)∈̃N ⇔ (∃r ∈ R̃+
0 ) (a, r) ∈ N & θ ∈ r, (26)

where a ∈ F , θ ∈ R, N ∈ FR̃+
0

Definition 9. Let F ⊆ Fhet. A N ∈ FR̃+
0
is called Archimedean, if

(∀(a, θ)∈̃N ) ψ(a,θ) ∈ Ψ+∞ (27)

Further, a N ∈ FR̃+
0
is called F -Archimedean, if for all Archimedean N+ ∈ FR̃+

0
holds that

(a, θ)∈̃N+ ⇒ (a, θ)∈̃N . (28)

Definition 10. Let F ⊆ Fhet and NF ∈ FR̃+
0
be F -Archimedean. For the pairs (ai, aj) ∈

F2
nest, see (12), define the mapping N 2

F : F × [0,+∞) →→ FR̃+
0
by

N 2
F(aj, θj) = N(aj ,θj), (29)

where (aj, θj)∈̃NF and N(aj ,θj) ∈ FR̃+
0
satisfies for all (ai, θi)∈̃NF that

(ai, θi)∈̃N(aj ,θj) ⇔ (ψ(ai,θi), ψ(aj ,θj)) ∈ Ψ̃2
+∞ (30)

Using the nesting semigroup (FR̃+
0
, ∩̃) and the mapping N 2

F , we are able, for some
appropriately selected N0 ∈ FR̃+

0
, to assure that Algorithm 3 always returns a triplet

(V̂ , Ê , λ̂) satisfying (9), as states the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Let F ⊆ Fhet, N0 ∈ FR̃+
0
be Archimedean, N 2

F be given by Definition 10 and
the condition

∃(a, θ), a ∈ F , θ ∈ [0,+∞) such that (a, θ) ∈̃ N0∩̃N 2
F(aj, θj)∩̃N 2

F(am, θm) (31)

holds for all (aj, θj)∈̃N0 and (am, θm)∈̃N0. Then, given any inputs 1) and 5)-8), Algorithm

3 returns a triplet (V̂ , Ê , λ̂) satisfying (9).

Theorem 5 opens two questions: 1) how to appropriately select N0 for considered F in
order to (31) be satisfied? and 2) does there exist some simple, i.e., easy to implement,
expression of the range of the mapping N 2

F? Both questions are answered by Theorems 6
and 7 and Lemmas 6 and 8. However, before we present these theorems and lemmas, the
following classification must be introduced.

Consider the family combinations F2
nest\{(a, a)|a ∈ Fhet\{14}}, i.e., the pairs in Table

2. These pairs can be separated according to the nature of the parameter constraints
following from the corresponding s.n.c. shown in the fourth column in Table 2:
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Algorithm 3 The heterogeneous HAC estimation
Input:
1) (Ui1, ..., Uid), i = 1, ..., n ... pseudo-observations
2) F ... a set of parametric Archimedean families
3) N0 = {(a1, r1), ..., (a#N0 , r#N0)} ∈ FR ... defined in Definition 8
4) N 2

F ... defined in Definition 10
5) g1 ... an I-aggregation function (used in parameters estimation)
6) g2 ... an I-aggregation function (used in GOF evaluation)

7) Sn ... a GOF test statistic for a 2-AC, e.g. S
(E)
n , S

(K)
n or S

(C)
n

8) ϵ > 0

Idea:
1] determine the structure (V̂ , Ê) from (τnij)
2] estimate the parameters from (τnij) using τ(a)(θ)
3] estimate the best fitting families using Sg2n
4] assure, using N0 and N 2

F , that (9) is satisfied and store the estimated families and

parameters in λ̂

The estimation:
1. V̂ := {1, ..., 2d− 1}, Ê = ∅
2. ↓̂(k) := {k}, θ̂k = +∞, N 1(i) = N0, k = 1, ..., d
3. I = {1, ..., d}
4. compute (τnij) for (Ui1, ..., Uid), i = 1, ..., n
for k = 1, ..., d− 1 do
5. (i, j) := argmax

ĩ<j̃,̃i∈I,j̃∈I
g1((τ

n
˜̃i˜̃j
)
(̃̃i,˜̃j)∈↓̂(̃i)×↓̂(j̃))

6. (*) N = {(a1, r1), ..., (a#N , r#N )} := N 1(i)∩̃N 1(j)
for l = 1, ...,#N do
7. θ̂l := τ−1

(al)


g1((τ

n
ĩj̃
)(̃i,j̃)∈↓̂(i)×↓̂(j))


8. θ̂l := trim(θ̂l, rl, ϵ)

end for
9. l∗ := argmin

l∈{1,...,#N}
Sg2n (u↓̂(i)↓̂(j), ψ

(al,θ̂l))

10. (**) N 1(d+ k) := N∩̃N 2
F(al∗ , θ̂l∗)

11. ↓̂(d+ k) := ↓̂(i) ∪ ↓̂(j)
12. I := I ∪ {d+ k}\{i, j}
13. Ê := Ê ∪ {{i, d+ k}, {j, d+ k}}
14. λ̂(d+ k) := ψ(al∗ ,θ̂l∗ )

end for

Output:
(V̂ , Ê , λ̂)

(*) if N computed in this step is empty, stop
(**) if N 1(zd+k) computed in this step is empty, stop
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1. the L1 class – no constraints on the parameters θ1, θ2 following from the corresponding
s.n.c. L1 ={(A, 19)}.

2. the L2 class – the s.n.c. results in the constraint on the parameter θ1 of the parent
generator. L2 = {(C, 12), (C, 19)}.

3. the L3 class – the s.n.c. results in the constraint on the parameter θ2 of the child
generator. L3 = {(A, C), (A, 20)} .

4. the L4 class – the s.n.c. results in the constraint both on the parameter θ1 of the
parent generator and on the parameter θ2 of the child generator. L4 = {(C, 14), (C,
20)}.

Now, two cases concerning the above-mentioned questions are adressed.

4.3.1 The L24 case

We start with F24 = {C, 12, 14, 19, 20}, which contains as subsets all combinations from
L2 and L4.

Lemma 6. Let NF24 ∈ FR̃+
0
be F24-Archimedean. Then the mapping defined by

N 2
F24

(a, θ) =


{(C, (0, θ])} if a = C
{(C, (0, 1]), (12, [1, θ]} if a = 12
{(C, (0, 1

θ
])} if a = 14

{(C, (0, 1]), (19, [0, θ]} if a = 19
{(C, (0, θ]), (20, [0, θ])} if a = 20

(32)

for all (a, θ)∈̃NF24 is the mapping given by Definition 10 for F = F24.

Now we can discuss the appropriateN0. In the L24 case, we can allow that the appropri-
ate N0, denote it NF24 , is the broadest possible, i.e., NF24 is F24-Archimedean. Explicitly,
NF24 = {(C, (0,+∞)), (12, [1,+∞)), (14, [1,+∞)), (19, (0,+∞)), (20, (0,+∞))}. This is
confirmed by the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Given the inputs F = F24, N 2
F = N 2

F24
, N0 = NF24 and any inputs 1) and

5)-8), Algorithm 3 returns the triplet (V̂ , Ê , λ̂) satisfying (9).

4.3.2 The L1234 case

Now, consider the set F = F1234 := {A, C, 19, 20} that contains (as subsets) at least one
family combination from each L1, ..., L4.

Lemma 8. Let ÑF1234 ∈ FR̃+
0
be F1234-Archimedean. Then the mapping defined by

N 2
F1234

(a, θ) =



{(A, [0, θ])} if a = A
{(C, (0, θ])} if a = C, θ < 1
{(A, [0, 1)), (C, (0, θ])} if a = C, θ ≥ 1
{(A, [0, 1)), (C, (0, 1]), (19, (0, θ]} if a = 19
{(C, (0, θ]), (20, (0, θ])} if a = 20, θ < 1
{(A, [0, 1)), (C, (0, θ]), (20, (0, θ])} if a = 20, θ ≥ 1

(33)

for all (a, θ)∈̃ÑF1234 is the mapping from Definition 10 for F = F1234.
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In contrast to the L24 case, the broadest possible N0, denote it NF1234 , is NF1234 =
{(A, [0, 1)), (C, [1,+∞)), (19, (0,+∞)), (20, [1,+∞))}. The values in bold are the adjust-
ments of the parameter ranges due to the consequences of Lemma 7 of the thesis.

Theorem 7. Given the inputs F = F1234, N 2
F = N 2

F1234
, N0 = NF1234 and any inputs 1)

and 5)-8), Algorithm 3 returns the triplet (V̂ , Ê , λ̂) satisfying (9).
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5 Experiments on simulated data

In Chapter 5 of the thesis, the results of number of different experiments on simulated data
involving different data dimensions, HAC structures, families and parameters are presented.
As was already mentioned in the introduction, in the case of homogeneous HAC estimation,
implementation of several methods described in the literature is available, hence, Section
5.1 also includes a comparison of those methods with our methods. Contrary to this, in
the case of heterogeneous HAC estimation, such an implementation does not exist. Thus
in Section 5.2, we propose several new methods based on Algorithm 3 involving different
GOF tests, and compare their results among each other. We also include a GOF evaluation
of homogeneous HAC estimates obtained by Algorithm 2, which serves as a benchmark
evaluation.

5.1 The homogeneous case

Section 5.1 presents a comparison of our methods for HAC estimation based on Algorithm
2 with several methods presented in [Okhrin et al., 2013a], which are implemented in R,
see [Okhrin and Ristig, 2014]. As we are interested in binary structured HACs, we choose
for the comparison the methods θbin, θRML, τbin, which return binary structured HAC
estimates as their results (note that the θRML method also allows for non-binary structured
HAC estimation). The first two methods are based on the ML estimation technique,
whereas the third method is based on the the inversion of Kendall’s tau. Our methods are
denoted by τmin

bin , τ
max
bin and τ avgbin , i.e., the involved function g, see Algorithm 2, is selected

to be the minimum, maximum and average, respectively. The comparison is performed on
simulated data for d ∈ {5, 6, 7, 9} and we simulated N = 1000 samples of size n = 500
according to [Hofert, 2011] for four copula models based on Clayton generators.

Based on all experimental results presented in Section 5.1.2 of the thesis, we can rank
the presented methods as follows:

1. the τ avgbin method. We can claim that this method is the clear winner out of all here
presented methods. It shows the best results in goodness-of-fit, even for the cases
when the true structure is not determined; it is also one of the two best methods
(together with τmin

bin ) in the evaluation of the ability to determine the true structure,
including the analysis of this ability for different sample sizes; it offers comparably
low run-time (together with τmin

bin and τmax
bin ); its stability in structure determination

increases in d if compared to the remaining methods.

2. the methods τmin
bin , τmax

bin . These methods show in some comparisons results similar
to τ avgbin , e.g., τ

min
bin in the ability to determine the true structure, however, in other

comparisons, e.g., in goodness-of-fit, these methods show worse results than τ avgbin .

3. the θRML method. This method shows, on the one hand, comparably good results in
goodness-of-fit (mostly similar to τmax

bin ), on the other hand, it show poor results in the
ability to determine the true structure, particularly when analyzed for the different
sample sizes, and its run-time is substantially higher than the run-time of all other
considered methods.

4. the methods θbin and τbin. These methods score poorly in most of the presented
comparisons.
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Figure 4: The d = 4, 5, 8 copula models used in the heterogeneous experiments.

5.2 The heterogeneous case

5.2.1 Design of the performed experiments

To show abilities of the proposed approach to heterogeneous HACs estimation represented
by Algorithm 3, we selected four d-HAC models – two for d = 4 and one for each d = 5
and d = 8 – each involving from 3 to 5 different families. These models are depicted in
Figure 4.

We propose three configurations of Algorithm 3 – the S
(E)
n , S

(K)
n and S

(C)
n configuration

– based on the three GOF test statistics S
(E)
n S

(K)
n and S

(C)
n described in Section 2.5, i.e., all

inputs of the algorithm are the same for a considered data sample except the Sn statistic.
The inputs N0 and N 2

F of the algorithm are set as proposed in Section 4.3. For the 5-PNAC
model, we set F = F1234. For the 8-PNAC model, we set F = F24. For the 4-PNAC model
depicted in Figure 4(a), we set F = {C, 12, 19} ⊂ F24, and for the 4-PNAC model depicted
in Figure 4(b), we set F = {A, C, 19} ⊂ F1234. The corresponding N0 and N 2

F for the
4-PNAC models are restricted to the considered F , i.e, the family labels which are not in
F and the corresponding parameter ranges are removed from the suggested N0 and N 2

F .

We simulate N = 1000 samples of size n = 500 according to [Hofert, 2011] for each
of the mentioned four copula models. For each sample, we use the three configurations
of Algorithm 3 proposed in the previous paragraphs to estimate the heterogeneous copula
model. The inputs F ,N0, N 2

F and Sn of the algorithm are set as suggested in the previous
paragraphs and g1 is set to be the average function as it showed to be the best choice
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Table 4: Overall results for each of the four models (in d = 4, 5, 8) and each of the three
configurations. The table shows (from left to right, in columns 4-7) the true structures
ratio, the true families coincidence ratio (TFCR), the number of distinct estimated family
combinations and the average estimation time for one estimation process (the value in
parenthesis is the standard deviation). For the 4-PNAC model depicted in Figure 4(a), we
set F = {C, 12, 19} ⊂ F24, and for the 4-PNAC model depicted in Figure 4(b), we set F
= {A, C, 19} ⊂ F1234. For the 5-PNAC model, we set F = F1234. For the 8-PNAC model,
we set F = F24.

d Fig. Sn true struc. TFCR # distinct time
ratio (%) (%) fam. combin. (s)

S
(E)
n 100 82.1 10 0.44 (0.07)

4 4(a) S
(K)
n 100 95.1 5 0.27 (0.02)

S
(C)
n 100 92.9 4 0.52 (0.04)

S
(E)
n 100 71.7 10 0.82 (0.1)

4 4(b) S
(K)
n 100 91.6 5 0.49 (0.07)

S
(C)
n 100 92.2 6 1.01 (0.13)

S
(E)
n 100 56.5 33 2.85 (0.5)

5 4(c) S
(K)
n 100 68.2 14 2.50 (0.5)

S
(C)
n 100 83.5 12 4.03 (0.6)

S
(E)
n 100 65.3 202 4.63 (1)

8 4(d) S
(K)
n 100 75.6 62 4.18 (0.9)

S
(C)
n 100 71.4 92 6.44 (1.9)

according to the results presented in Section 5.2.2 of the thesis in terms of the ability to
determine the true structure and goodness-of-fit. The function g2 is set to be the maximum
function, i.e., it can be interpreted in the way that it evaluates how the 2-AC based on an
estimated generator fits the data according to its worst fitting bivariate margin. The ϵ > 0
is set to the lowest possible real for a double in Matlab, i.e., to eps = 2.2204e-16, in order
to maximally reduce biasing of the parameter estimate in Step 8 of Algorithm 3. Note that
all experiments were performed on a PC with Intel Core 2.3 GHz CPU and 4GB RAM.

5.2.2 Results of the performed experiments

This section shows the part of the performed experiments presented in Section 5.2.2 of the
thesis that addresses the ability of our approach represented by Algorithm 3 to properly
estimate the true family of the generators nested in a HAC and also the time consumption of
the heterogeneous HAC estimation process. Table 4 shows overall results of the performed
experiments. Each three rows in the table correspond to one of the copula models depicted
in Figures 4(a), 4(b), 4(c) and 4(d), respectively. Each row corresponds to one of the three
proposed configurations that are different just in the GOF test statistic, as denoted in the
third column. The fourth column shows the true structures ratio for the given model and
configuration, i.e., what proportion (out of N = 1000) of the determined structures are
the true structure (in %). As can be observed, the value is the same for all the models
and configurations and equals to 100%, thus all the determined structures equal the true
structure. This is partially caused by the ability of the approach to determine the true
structure of a HAC inherited from its homogeneous version, but mainly due to large spread
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the parameters in the models. But, as we mentioned before, we do not want to focus on
the structure determination in these experiments, but rather on the proper estimation
of families. As all the estimated structures equal the true structure, we can omit the
structure of a model in next considerations and simplify the notation by introducing the
true family combination of a HAC. Given an F -parametric binary d-HAC C(V,E,λ) and using
the convention in Remark 3, it denotes the vector a = (a2d−1, ..., ad+1), e.g., a =(C, 12, 19)
is the true family combination of the 4-PNAC model depicted in Figure 4(a), a = (A, 19,
C, 20) is the true family combination of the 5-PNAC model, etc.

The successfulness of the configurations in estimation of the true family combination
of a HAC model is addressed by the values of true families coincidence ratio (TFCR) in
the fifth column defined by the following definition.

Definition 11. Let F ⊆ Fhet, C(V,E,λ) and C(Vi,Ei,λi), i = 1, ..., N, N ∈ N, be F -parametric
binary d-HACs, and, by convention, let λ(v) = ψ(av ,θv), λi(v) = ψ(ai,v ,θi,v) for all v ∈
{d+ 1, ..., 2d− 1}, i ∈ {1, ..., N}. Define true families coincidence ratio (TFCR) by

TFCR = TFCR(λ, λ1, ..., λN) =
1

N(d− 1)

N
i=1

2d−1
j=d+1

1ai,j=aj . (34)

Comparing the values of TFCR(λ, λ̂1, ..., λ̂1000) shown in Table 4, where λ corresponds

to the model and λ̂1, ..., λ̂1000 correspond to the estimates, we see that the S
(E)
n configuration

is always outperformed by the other two methods. It shows that the S
(E)
n statistic does

not distinguish among the families in F as well as the other two statistics. This fact is
confirmed by the remaining results.

The sixth column shows the number of distinct family combinations (computed for the

1000 estimates). We clearly see that the S
(E)
n configuration generate the highest number

of distinct family combinations, which again indicates worse performance of S
(E)
n in distin-

guishing among the families. The values corresponding to the remaining two configurations
are similar to each other in this column.

The last column in the table shows the average estimation time for one estimation run.
The results show that the S

(K)
n configuration is slightly more efficient than the others. The

S
(C)
n configuration shows the worst performance. This is substantially influenced by the

fact that we pre-compute (to speed up the estimation process) the values of all the bivariate
empirical copulas for all the available data before we start the estimation process. These
pre-computed bivariate empirical copulas are then used in the GOF evaluations. But, in
the case of the S

(C)
n configuration, because the statistic S

(C)
n based on the Rosenblatt’s

transform requires transformed bivariate empirical copulas and the particular transforma-
tion depends on the generator estimates, these pre-computed bivariate empirical copulas
cannot be used. This noticeably slows the estimation process based on the S

(C)
n statistics.

Note that, in order to get a proper comparison of the time consumption of the methods, the
time consumed during the pre-computation is included in the overall time of the estimation
process for the configurations S

(E)
n and S

(K)
n .

In summary, these and the rest of the results presented in Section 5.2.2 of the thesis
confirmed that the proposed approach is able, apart from properly determining the struc-
ture and estimating the parameters of a HAC, to properly estimate different parametric
families of Archimedean generators of a heterogeneous HAC.
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6 Copula-based Bayesian classification

Bayesian classifiers belong to the most popular classifiers and are used for pattern recog-
nition in several image processing, statistical learning and data mining applications. In
Chapter 6 of the thesis, the proposed approaches to HAC estimation are applied to the con-
struction of hierarchical Archimedean copula-based Bayesian classifiers (HACBCs). These
classifiers are experimentally compared in terms of accuracy on several real-world datasets
to Gaussian (GCBCs) and Archimedean (ACBCs) copula-based Bayesian classifiers, as well
as to other types of commonly used classifiers, such as Support vector machines (SVM),
Random forests based on bagging (TREEBAG) and boosting (ADABOOST), Classification
and regression trees (CART) or Naive Bayes (NAIVE). Note that HACBCs and ACBCs are
evaluated for the first time. The rest of this section contains most of the results presented
in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 of the thesis.

All in all, we evaluated 8 classifiers on 6 commonly known datasets obtained from the
UCI Repository [Bache and Lichman, 2013], namely on Iris (4 variables, i.e., d = 4), Ban-
kNote (4 variables), Vertebral (6 variables), Seeds (7 variables), BreastTissue (9 variables),
and Wine (13 variables), as well as on the dataset Appendicitis (7 variables) from the
KEEL-dataset repository [Alcalá et al., 2010], and on one dataset from a recent real-world
application in catalysis [Moehmel et al., 2008], which contains 4 variables (we refer to the
last dataset as Catalysis).

The accuracy computation for a given classifier and a given dataset is based on a 10-fold
cross-validation and repeated 10 times, more precisely, each classifier except GCBC was
tuned and trained 100 times and each tuning of its parameter(s) involved another “inner”
10-fold cross-validation, by which we refer to the cross-validation that is mentioned in the
description of the classifier. All computations were performed in Matlab on a PC with
Intel Core 2.3 GHz CPU and 4GB RAM.

Due to extreme time consumption of HACBCs for dimensions d ≥ 5, which follows
from the reasons that are addressed in detail in Section 6.2 of the thesis, we split our
experiments into two parts in order to, on the one hand, be able to evaluate our experiments
in reasonable time, and, on the other hand, provide a fair comparison of the considered
classifiers. In the first part, we projected all datasets to d = 4, i.e., before any evaluation
of all classifiers on a dataset had started, we performed the feature selection and selected
only 4 variables from the dataset. With such a comparison of the classifiers on such low-
dimensional data presented below in Section 6.1, we are able to demonstrate capabilities
of copula-based Bayesian classifiers (CBCs), particularly capabilities of HACBCs, when
compared to other well-known classifiers.

However, we are aware of the fact that such a comparison is too limited from the
practical point of view and it discriminates against the classifiers that easily scale up to
high dimensions. For this reason, we provided another comparison presented below in
Section 6.2, where all the datasets are considered in their original dimension. However,
due to the high time consumption of HACBCs, such an evaluation would not be viable for
these classifiers for the datasets with d > 4, hence, we again involve the feature selection,
which is, in contrast to the first comparison, performed on training data as a part of the
training phase of a HACBC just before tuning of its parameter. With this comparison, we
aim to demonstrate applicability of a HACBCs for data with d > 4 provided we deal with
the above-mentioned restriction using the feature selection.
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Figure 5: The accuracy of the classifiers measured on 4-dimensional projections of the
Appendicitis, BreastTissue, Seeds, Vertebral and Wine datasets.

6.1 The first comparison (all datasets projected to d = 4 dimen-
sions)

The accuracy of the classifiers computed on the datasets projected to d = 4 dimensions
using the feature selection is shown in Figures 5 and 6. It can be observed that there is not
a clear winning classifier on all the datasets, what is not surprising in the context of the
“No Free Lunch Theorem” [Wolpert, 2002]. However, some of the classifiers score higher
substantially more often then the others. This observation is supported by the rankings of
the classifiers in Table 5.

Each of classifiers is ranked according to its averaged accuracy: 1 stands for the highest
and 8 stand for the lowest averaged accuracy on the given dataset. Observing the averages
of these ranks – the average rank row in Table 5 – four groups of the classifiers can be
distinguished:

• the highest-ranked group - SVM (average rank = 2.875) and HACBC (2.875);

• the middle-high-ranked group - GCBC (3.625) and ACBC (3.875);

• the middle-low-ranked group - NAIVE (5.25), TREEBAG (5.375) and ADABOOST
(5.125);
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Figure 6: The accuracy (boxplot) of the classifiers measured on the Iris, BankNote and
Catalysis datasets.

Table 5: Rankings of the classifiers in the first comparison according to the averaged
accuracy on a given (1st column) dataset. The top-three ranks are in bold. The penultimate
row shows the average rank of a classifier. The last row shows how many times a classifier
is ranked in the top-three.
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Figure 7: The accuracy of the classifiers measured on Appendicitis, BreastTissue, Seeds,
Vertebral and Wine datasets.. The asterisk for HACBC emphasize that the feature selec-
tion was performed for this classifier.

• the lowest-ranked group - CART (7).

This high-low ranking is also supported by another ranking, also given in Table 5 –
the top-three ranking, which counts how many times a classifier is ranked among the three
best. We see that the classifiers from the highest-ranked and the middle-high-ranked group
reside more frequently in the top-three than the classifiers from the lowest-ranked and the
middle-low-ranked group.

6.2 The second comparison (all datasets in their original dimen-
sion)

The accuracy of the classifiers computed on the datasets in their original dimension except
for the HACBCs is shown in Figures 6 and 7. We again observe that there is no classifier
that wins on all the datasets. In contrast to the first comparison, we observe that the
difference between the two best ranked classifiers is substantially higher, which is supported
by the rankings of the classifiers in Table 6.

Now, observing the averages of the ranks in Table 6, again, four groups of the classifiers
similar to the first comparison can be distinguished, however, with one important switch
between the first two groups :
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Table 6: Rankings of the classifiers in the second comparison according to the averaged
accuracy on a given (1st column) dataset. The top-three ranks are in bold. The penultimate
row shows the average rank of a classifier. The last row shows how many times a classifier
is ranked in the top-three. The asterisk for HACBC emphasize that the feature selection
was performed for this classifier.
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Iris 7 5 8 6 3 1 4 2
BankNote 5 8 4 3 2 1 7 6
Catalysis 7 4 5 2 1 8 3 6

Appendicitis 7 3 1 5 4 8 6 2
BreastTissue 8 4 5 7 1 6 2 3

Seeds 7 8 4 5 1 2 6 3
Vertebral 8 6 4 5 1 7 3 2
Wine 8 5 4 7 2 3 1 6

average rank 7.125 5.375 4.375 5 1.875 4.5 4 3.75
# top-three 0 1 1 2 7 4 4 5

• the highest-ranked group - SVM (average rank = 1.875);

• the middle-high-ranked group - GCBC (4.5), ACBC (4) and HACBC (3.75);

• the middle-low-ranked group - NAIVE (5.375), TREEBAG (4.375) and ADABOOST
(5);

• the lowest-ranked group - CART (7.125).

We see that HACBC substantially decreased in the ranking and it is now more conve-
nient to put it in the middle-high-ranked group. As addressed before, due to the extreme
time consumption of HACBCs in high dimensions, here presented results for these clas-
sifiers involve the feature selection, which, on the one hand, considerably influence their
accuracy, on the other hand, allows for at least some applicability of HACBCs in higher
dimensions. The remaining classifiers show results similar to the first comparison, again
supported by the top-three ranking.

We can conclude that, in these experiments, CBCs and particularly HACBC classifiers
have shown to be competitive for low-dimensional data with highly-accurate classifiers like
SVM or random forests in terms of accuracy while keeping the produced models rather
comprehensible, as also discussed in Section 6.5 of the thesis. If there appears a way how to
compute efficiently the density function of a HAC, e.g., as the simplification of the density
functions for the five popular AC families presented in [Hofert et al., 2012], it is possible
that results similar to the results for the HACBCs in low-dimensions could also be obtained
for HACBCs in high-dimensions.
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7 Conclusion

This doctoral thesis concerned hierarchical Archimedean copulas and, in particular, pro-
posed a new approach for their estimation. Firstly, an existing estimation approach was
addressed and it was shown that it leads to an estimator that is not consistent in general.
Based on this finding, a correction was proposed, which leads to a consistent estimator.

Then, a new approach to structure determination of hierarchical Archimedean copulas
based on Kendall correlation matrix was proposed. The approach was summarized by an
algorithm in pseudo-code, and its theoretical justification was given by Theorem 4.

Based on this algorithm, a new approach to hierarchical Archimedean copulas esti-
mation that allows to estimate both homogeneous and heterogeneous hierarchical Archi-
medean copulas was proposed. The homogeneous approach combines the advantages of
existing methods in terms of the proportion of determined true structures, the goodness-
of-fit of the estimates, and run-time. This has been confirmed in several experiments based
on simulated data for different dimensions and copula models.

The heterogeneous approach, which was constructed by generalizing the homogeneous
one, is the first attempt that has addressed the task of heterogeneous hierarchical Ar-
chimedean copula estimation. This approach was summarized by another algorithm in
pseudo-code and its theoretical justification was given by Theorem 5, which shows that
under weak conditions, the algorithm returns a copula satisfying the sufficient nesting con-
dition in arbitrary dimensions. Theorems 6 and 7 explicitly present two general settings of
the algorithm in order to assure that a proper copula results.

The validity of the heterogeneous approach was illustrated by experiments on simulated
data, which involved heterogeneous models with up to 5 different parametric families of
Archimedean generators involved in a single model. The results of these experiments con-
firmed that the proposed approach is able, apart from properly determining the structure
and estimating the parameters of a hierarchical Archimedean copula, to properly estimate
different parametric families of Archimedean generators of a heterogeneous hierarchical
Archimedean copula. As an approach for efficient sampling of heterogeneous hierarchical
Archimedean copulas has already been proposed in [Hofert, 2011], this work represents its
missing complement that allows to estimate heterogeneous models for given data. More-
over, the efficiency of several GOF test statistics was compared, showing their differences
and applicability to heterogeneous estimation. This comparison has included an exper-
imental evaluation of ability of the three considered GOF test statistics to distinguish
among the six considered families of Archimedean copulas used during the heterogeneous
estimation processes.

In the application part of this work, the proposed approach was applied to the con-
struction of copula-based Bayesian classifiers, which are experimentally compared with
other types of commonly used classifiers on several real-world datasets. Two types of
such classifiers, namely the Archimedean copula-based and the hierarchical Archimedean
copula-based Bayesian classifiers, were evaluated for the first time. Due to the extreme
time consumption of hierarchical Archimedean copula-based Bayesian classifiers, their ap-
plicability for high-dimensional data is limited, however, the experimental results for low-
dimensional data show that these classifiers are competitive with highly-accurate classifiers
like SVM or random forests in terms of accuracy while keeping the produced models rather
comprehensible.

Finally, the thesis is closely related to the following two issues, although they have not
been explicitly addressed in it:
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• The proposed generalization to a heterogeneous estimator is not restricted be to a
generalization of the homogeneous estimator presented in this work, but can also be
applied to other similar estimators, e.g., to the consistent hierarchical Archimedean
copula estimator proposed in [Górecki et al., 2014], which has already been imple-
mented for the homogeneous case in R; see [Okhrin and Ristig, 2015];

• Until now, all estimation methods that estimate both the structure and the pa-
rameters of a hierarchical Archimedean copula (including the one presented in this
work) incorporate either MLE or inversion of Kendall’s tau. But, there exist also
other types of estimation methods, e.g., estimation based on Blomqvist’s beta,
Simulated maximum-likelihood estimation or Minimum distance estimation; see
[Hofert et al., 2013], which have been originally designed for the estimation of Ar-
chimedean copulas, but could also be considered in hierarchical Archimedean copula
estimation. Note that our approach is neither restricted to estimator based on
inversion of Kendall’s tau nor to MLE, and can easily be extended to be used with
other estimators like the above-mentioned ones.

We conclude with the note that the experimental results reported in the thesis could be
extended to more dimensions, structures (including non-binary), sets of families, parameter
settings, sizes of data samples, numbers of data samples, or a comparison with other classes
of copulas based on real data.
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